
Superhero writing prompts
These superhero writing prompts are perfect for kids      
in first and second grade. Each page has a
superhero-themed writing prompt and handwriting lines for

completing the essay. There are 9 different writing prompts with 
narrative, descriptive, and persuasive writing. If your child runs out of 
space, simply print one of the blank lined pages for more room to 
write.
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It was 9:30 pm, and I was exhausted. Being a superhero 
is hard work! I was just flying home from defeating the 
worst villain of all time when 
I saw something very strange…

Rescue Mission After Dark



If I could be a superhero for 
a day and solve any problem
in the world, I would choose…



It was a quiet day in Riverview City. 
Galactic Girl was just rounding a corner 
on her motorcycle when she saw 
something terrible up ahead. It was…



In order to be a superhero, you’ve got to have 
the right equipment. Let me describe all the 
tools that a proper superhero needs. First, you 
need a…

The Best Superhero Gear



Hello, thank you for tuning in to channel 8 news
at 10. Tonight we bring you the story of how 
Super Bolt stopped a major bank robbery from 
happening! It all started when…

Breaking News!



One morning, I was getting out of bed when I suddenly realized that 
something was different. I stretched, and as I extended my arm, a 
flash of laser beam shot from my fist! Instead of walking down the 
stairs to breakfast, I flew! I don’t know how it happened… it just did. 
I could tell this was going to be a very strange day!

Suddenly a Superhero!



There are many reasons why          
(choose your favorite superhero) is the best 
superhero. Let me tell you about three of those 
reasons. First…

My Favorite Superhero



It was Friday, my favorite day of the week. I was looking forward 
to an evening of pizza and relaxing when suddenly my 
communication pod lit up. “Help!” a voice called. “We’ve discovered 
that Dr. Slime is planning a TERRIBLE attack! Get over here now,
and I’ll tell you the details!”

Dr. Slime and the Nefarious Plot



It was finally the day! I had been waiting for weeks, and it was 
finally here! The Superhero Olympics! I was competing in the Flight 
Races and the Amazing Lifting Contest, and I couldn’t wait to get 
started. I looked up into the stands to see if my friends were 
watching, but instead of my friends I saw something surprising…

Superhero Olympics




